Abstract-
INTRODUCTION
HE complete solution to the DC general T problem of nonlinear circuits must include three aspects [l] : determining whether or not the uniqueness of the DC solution is guaranteed, establishing an upper bound on the number of DC solutions, and as last step calculating all of them, as well as determining their stability conditions. Several works have been focussed on the first problem [2] , which is strongly bound with two aspects of the circuit: the circuit topology and the values of the circuit parameters.
A line of research developed in recent years was focussed on determining the relationships between the topology of a circuit and its functionality, which has derived in a deeper knowledge in the general problem of nonlinear resistive circuits [2] [7] , a topological criterion for the existence and uniqueness of the solution of nonlinear circuits has been proposed. This criterion is based on two concepts of Graph Theory: the pair of conjugate trees and the uniform partial orientation of the resistors.
However, the task of finding the tree of a given graph has complexity nature, which makes this criterion not useful for practical circuits.
In this context, the main contribution of our work is to determine the existence of the PFSs in a systematic way by resorting to a slightly modified form of the definition of the conjugated tree pair introduced by Hasler.
EXISTENCE AND UNIQUENESS CRITERIA.
The scope of our analysis is restricted to certain types of basic circuits elements: resistors ( R ) , voltage sources ( V ) , current sources ( I ) , nullators (0) and norators ( P ) . The norators and nullators are supposed to be present in the circuit in equal numbers [8] . Other circuit elements can be modelled by connections of these basic elements, e.g. operational amplifiers and transistors.
Herein, we retake two definitions from [9] in order to set up the further development of our method:
DEFINITION 1

A nonlinear resistive circuit structure is a graph whose branches are labeled with the following six element types independent voltage sources independent current sources V-resistors (voltage controlled) I-resistors (current controlled) nullators norators
A circuit C has a structure S if the graph of C and S coincide and if C has elements of the type prescribed by S on each branch. The subsets of the resistors may also be empty or contain all resistors. The conjugate tree pair is formed according to the Definition 2. On one hand, the tree t' w F X q w
DEFINITION 2
Mos-Transistor model
The circuit equivalent used to model the mostransistor is shown in the Figure 5 . It corresponds to a C structure introduced by Hasler.
The last two definitions determine whether a given circuit may or not posses multiple DC solutions. 
POSITIVE FEEDBACK STRUCTURES
A simple result on the mos-transistor model
A first -and rather trivial -result consists in the fact that the conjugated trees of the mostransistor model do not have a pair of uniform i-U partial orientation, which means that a single mos-transistor does not posses multiple DC solutions. This is necessary to be highlighted because the graphs oft' and t" will be used to generate a PFS.
Forming a PFS
For a given pair of mos-transistors (Ml,Mz), two pairs of subgraphs arise, namely (ti,ty) and (ti&). Another subgraph is the graph associated to the positive linear resistors of the circuit, and it is denoted as GR. The Figure 7 schematically shows these subgraphs. The main result can be stated as follows: A positive feedback structure is obtained through applying the next graph operations on the tree-pair and the resistor subgraphs:
(1) 
Procedure for detecting a PFS
The method for identifying PFSs generated by the interconnection of the conjugated tree pairs of the mos-transistor models can be recast as :
1. Short-circuit all voltage sources and opencircuit all current sources. 2. All resistors are replaced by a non-directed edge.
3.
Replace the mos-transistor by the graph equivalents oft' and t". 
. EXAMPLE
In this section, the method is illustrated through the circuit shown in the Figure 9 (a). The graph associated to the network without voltage sources is given in the Figure 9 (b). 
. CONCLUSIONS
A method based on purely topological considerations has been developed in order to deter- It resorts to the conjugated tree pair concept in order to detect PFSs, which are the origin of multiple DC solutions.
